NOT!] ON A PROPOSITION O}- PARI4TO'
As it is pointed out by himself, in a footnote,2 Pareto's
theory of value has developed frorn his first to his last writings. Starting in his Couls rvith the concept of ophelirnity
which is another n&me for the already uscd concept of utility
he proceeds to the theory of choice and of indifference
-directions,
as we find it in the Xf a,nuel and in a modified form
in the article in the Encyck.;p1die. Reading the successive
rvritings of Pareto, one gets the impression that he was seeking a theory of exchange ivhich does not need any supplcmentary concept. This is especially conspicuous in the article
here discussed, which contains one of his last statements on
the matter.
Irollorving his tendency to avoid any a, pr'ilri idea as to
rvhat the individual's behavior will be in a market, Pareto
tricd to obtain the exchange equations from a much simpler
assumption, which follorvs at once from everyday facts:

Any individur,l posscssing the quantities u6, IJo1 zn, . . . ts
of n commodities X, Y, Z, . . . 7, faced r.vith a certain price
system, or rathcr with given ratios of exchangc pa, ?", . . . pr,
will find a uniquely determined position ro, a0,20,. . . t0,
rvhere he wiil reme,in indefinitely if the circumstzr.nces do not
changc.s Pareto translates this assumption, which we must
agree seerus more direct than those underlying the concept of
ophelimity or of those involved in the theory of choice, into
a mathematical form by rvriting down the system:4
1(l) 1ro, !J0,.

U)

fQ) (fr0,a0,'

. . t',py,p,,. . . pt,fro,uo,.. . ro):0
' 'to,?a,P",' ' 'Pt,ro,Uo,' ' 'to):0

(ro,U\r''' torPu,P",''' Pofiotaot"' rr):0
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2. Op. cit., p. 596.
3. Op. cit., pp.592, 594.
4. The co6rdinates of the equilibrium point ale indicated in the present note by r", !J", 2o , . . . to, for I wish to keep the notations without
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